
 

 

Wash your Fins!, Dully&Dax, Germany 

  

“A musical cartoon makes washing hands more fun -worldwide. Over the past few weeks our 

children have learned that they need to wash their hands for 30 seconds – as long as it takes to 

sing 'Happy Birthday' twice. We believe: this can be done with much more creativity and fun! 

That's why we wrote a brand-new hand-washing-song and added a cartoon with a timer: Wash 

your fins! Then we asked musicians all over the world to sing their very own version of the song, 

so that we all wouldn't get bored at the sink so quickly. Within a very short time we received 

contributions from various countries, so that the song is out now in English, Spanish, Italian, 

French, Turkish, Swedish and Portuguese. Even celebrities known from children's television took 

part in "Wash your fins!", such as Guido Hammesfahr, the "Fritz Fuchs" from "Löwenzahn". The 

songwriter Fee Badenius and the cabaret artist Matthias Reuter and the musician STOPPOK even 

wrote completely new songs for „Wash your-fins“.  

All over the world, musicians, artists and children are singing for clean fins. Join this fun charity 

project! We believe the more the merrier! 

Artistically Versatile: Cover Versions and new songs 

• From the poetic singer-songwriter track to the rocking hillbilly version – songs are 

created in a 

 wide variety of ways. 

• Celebrities also participate and are ambassadors of 

 the project. 

 All over the world: 

 A star has been made. many more language versions in the works. 

 Join- in the character: Sing and make your own films: 

• Since all materials are available for download, children and school classes can even dub 

 their own animated film. 

• For the less technically adept, there is a karaoke version to sing along immediately. 

• Musical greetings are also welcome.” 
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